In vivo diagnostics of human knee cartilage lesions using delayed CBCT arthrography.
The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of delayed cone beam (CBCT) arthrography for clinical diagnostics of knee cartilage lesions. Knee joints with cartilage lesions were imaged using native radiography, MRI, and delayed CBCT arthrography techniques in vivo. The joints were imaged three times with CBCT, just before, immediately after (arthrography) and 45 min after the intra-articular injection of contrast agent. The arthrographic images enabled sensitive detection of the cartilage lesions. Use of arthrographic and delayed images together with their subtraction image enabled also detection of cartilage with inferior integrity. The contrast agent partition in intact cartilage (ICRS grade 0) was lower (p < 0.05) than that of cartilage surrounding the ICRS grade I-IV lesions. Delayed CBCT arthrography provides a novel method for diagnostics of cartilage lesions. Potentially, it can also be used in diagnostics of cartilage degeneration. Due to shorter imaging times, higher resolution, and lower costs of CT over MRI, this technique could provide an alternative for diagnostics of knee pathologies. However, for comprehensive evaluation of the clinical potential of the technique a further clinical study with a large pool of patients having a wide range of cartilage pathologies needs to be conducted.